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High-Precision Noncontact Voltage Detector

4. Change the battery

- Take off the battery cover. 

- Take out the battery.

- Put 2 pcs new battery into the battery holder according to the correct 
+/- direction.

5. Technical Specification 
Prompting Mode Sound and light

Ac Voltage Detection 
Range 

Around 12-1000V(Open S function)

Around 48-1000V(Close S function)

Frequency 50HZ/60HZ

Safety Level CE CAT 111 1000V/CAT 1V 600V

Power 2x1.5V AAA battery

Flashlight White lightF5LED floodlight

Auto Power-Off √

Low Power Battery √

Usage Temperature 0 - 40

Storage Temperature -10 - 50

Judge The N/L Refer the above clause 4

Ncv Range Auto choose low, middle, high degree

Signal Intensity/
Warning Mode

Refer the above clause 3.3

Dimension 162×23×27mm

Weight About 48g (cover battery 14g)

62702A SATA Products Cloud

3. Operation 

- ON/OFF detector

 A. ON: press the power switch, the indicator light is bright,  test detector 
will be self-checking, flashlight, expanding induced voltage signal light 
sensitivity, flickering lights, etc. Once a buzzer sound.

 B. OFF:  press the power switch again under the power on module.

- ON/OFF the flashlight 

 A. ON: press the flashlight button once time under the power on module.

 B. OFF: press the flashlight button once time under the on module of 
flashlight.

- AC voltage detection

 During the ON status of tester detector,  insert the test pin into power 
socket or near the live conductor, the Indicator light will be flashing 
along with different buzzer warning. 

 The different indicator light compare with different current intensity as 
below: 

Current intensity Indicator light 

LOW Green on

MIDDLE Yellow on

HIGH Red on

- How to judge the N/L of electrical wires

 Put the test detector near the separated electrical wires, or insert the 
detector into the power socket, according to different test objection,  
the indicated signal of N will be zero or lower or no , and the indicated 
signal of L will be higher. 

- AC voltage detection Range 

 A. During the on status of test detector, the default detect voltage range 
is 48-1000V

 B. Press S (open sensitivity extension function), the detect voltage range 
will be 12-1000V; 

 C. Press S again, The sensitivity extension function will be closed. 

- Auto power-off 

 A. When detect no any voltage signal during 5 min, or no any operation 
on test detector, it will be power off.

 B. During the flashlight working on, this test detector will be power-off 
around 3 min, although it detects any voltage signal or not.  

- Low Battery power 

 When the battery power lower than 2.6V,  the indicate light of power 
switch will be flash 3 times, and buzzle warning once time, then power 
OFF, warning to change the battery.  
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1. Safety instructions

- Use the voltage detector according with the instruction strictly.

- Stop use the voltage detector immediately when found any damage to 
avoid any danger.

- Stop use when press the power on and the indicator light is not bright. 
Check whether the battery whether put inverted. Follow the +/- direction 
to install the battery. check whether the battery is charged.

- Test on a known live power to confirm that the detector functions is 
normal before use. 

- This detector use the non-contact way to detect the voltage, it has 
enough presence of induced electric field intensity,  with sound and light 
prompting. If field strength is very weak, the detect voltage maybe no 
signal. When detector detect the presence of voltage is weak or strong,  
it may be influenced by many factors, such as blocking voltage source, 
the thickness of the insulation, or the completely covered insulation, or 
the distance between the voltage source, high and low voltage source 
and so on.

- It is forbidden to remove the insulation cover on test objection to 
contact voltage source, avoid any danger to person or test detector. 

2. Display/Operation panel 

Test pin (NCV detector )

Flashlight 

Indicator light to detection voltage;

Signal strength indicator - high (red), middle(yellow), low (green);

ON/OFF Power switch with indicator light;

ON/OFF to flashlight ;
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indicator light with voltage range

Battery cover
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